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King of Nothing
I don't want anyone here
The view from this mansion
Here up on the hill
A feeling of wonder
Of everything still
Scenes of grandeur
And of regret
My illusions
I wasn't there
I forget
I pretend
I am king
Of nothing real
I'm alive
I ascend
I am king
I forget
Among my disciples
By millions adored
No sense of delusion
What has come before
Scenes of chaos
And of regret
My illusions
So much despair
I don't want anyone here
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The Sound of Waves
Rays of light
Flash in my eyes
Innocence
Has passed me by
Too many faces
Lost in the crowd
Too many voices
Screaming out loud
And every moments passing by
A drop in the ocean is all we are
While everything is not what it seems
Lying here beneath the sea
It comes in waves
The sound of waves
Memories
Thoughts in my head
Making sense
Of what I've said
Too many things
That I've seen
Too many things
I could have been
And every moments passing by
A drop in the ocean is all we are
While everything is not what it seems
Lying here beneath the sea
It comes in waves
The sound of waves
I don't know where I'm going
I don't know where I've been
Everything's illusion
And nothing here is real
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Last Man Alive
I've travelled further
I've seen it all
Climbed every mountain
Walked every shore
I've spoken few words
I'm never seen
The feeling there's no one
No one but me
Whole worlds descending
The sun in your eyes
Touch the horizon
Waving goodbye
No use pretending
Or running from fear
Here in the silence
All we know
Has disappeared
Days stretch forever
Darkness of night
Losses it's despair
Here in the light
Left on the pages
Words of great mean
They were the chosen
I am the end
Whole worlds descending
The sun in your eyes
Touch the horizon
Waving goodbye
No use pretending
Or running from fear
Here in the silence
Whole worlds descending
The sun in your eyes
Touch the horizon
Last man alive
No use pretending
Or running from fear
Here in the silence
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Nothing's Changed
Darkness walks
The streets at night
Always the same
Fight or ﬂight
A quiet still ﬁlls the air
A quiet room
That knows despair
The more you live
The less you know
The more I breathe
What's to show?
Nothings changed
Fortune smiles
On those who wait
But I'm so tired
I can't relate
The more you breathe
The less you fear
The more you live
It's coming clear
Nothings changed
I don't know where I've been
I don't know what I've seen
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Hurricane
I wonder on
A darker path
I lie in ruins
The aftermath
Some things are strange
Always the same
Alone I walk
Through endless sea
The desert light
Is blinding me
I want for change
Always the same
I go insane
How did we get here?
What have I done?
How did we get here?
A drift that builds
The dark unfolds
Deﬁning words
That once were told
It's just a game
Always the same
Alight the fuse
My fear ignites
I'm caught between
A wrong and right
A hurricane
Always the same
Don't know my name
How did we here?
What have I done?
How did we get here?
How did we get here?
I'm someone's son
How did we get here?
Don't know my name
A hurricane
Don't know my name
I go insane
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The Quiet Earth
Somewhere ﬂoating out in space
Did you see the light
See the light shinning?
Did you hear a sound
Somewhere in the dawn?
And I'm lying here
Looking for an answer
Everyone I know is gone
Nowhere to be seen
Everything is where
It needs to be
Somewhere ﬂoating out in space
Sole survivor here I grace
The quiet earth
Feels so alien
Yet so familiar
It's so quiet now
Distant on a shore
Are forgotten words
Are far away places
But if I'm not there
Is it really real?
Everything is where it has to be
Somewhere ﬂoating out in space
Sole survivor here I grace
The quiet earth
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Running (Standing Still)
This lonely life
The air is thin
My movement almost still
My frozen mind
So dark i'm blind
It takes all of my will
And if I get lost today
And if I get lost today
I'm on the outside looking in
Outside looking in
I'm on the outside looking in
Are moments ﬁlled?
In time we are –
Are distant not fulﬁlled
Are stars that shine
So bright I'm blind
I'm running standing still
Will stars
Come out again?
In the dark
I feel nothing
Waiting for change to come
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Light in the Darkness
Light in darkness
Somewhere out of sight
Life has no meaning
Here in the light
Light in darkness
No wrong or right
Life has no meaning
Here in the light
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Displaced
Missing something I've never had
Life evolving no turning back
Sun is rising here I wait
All is timeless worlds rotate
I fade away
Far away
Beyond something I've never seen
Dreams of ﬂying are haunting me
Hear the wind blow it calls your name
Distant memories of what became
I fade away
Far away
A man out of time out of place
A man without life here in space
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A Drowning Man
The air's turning grey
And all that I've known
Came to an end
A stillness that grows
It darken the skies
The air became thin
A silence arise
The tension within
A candle will burn
In front of the sun
I'm crippled with fear
But not for today
I'm far away
Living here inside this sphere
Breathing in the atmosphere
In the dark its hard to see
Signs of life in front of me
And its enough to lose my mind
The years now have past
The earth will reclaim
The buildings the houses
Lands with no names
The stars will shine bright
Here in the night sky
A silence returns
I drift with the tide
No fear no pain
Nothing remains
Living here inside this sphere
Breathing in the atmosphere
In the light too bright to see
Signs of life in front of me
And it's enough to lose my mind
A drowning man
Lost at sea
A drowning man
Lost to sea
Here comes the waves
So high I can't see
Just what's left of me
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